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A novel type of tunable organic photovoltaic (OPV) tandem device with ionic

gating by in-situ ionic liquid is presented. This device is comprised of two

solution-processed polymeric OPV cells connected in parallel by a dry-laminated

transparent multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) interlayer. The interlayer

MWCNT of this 3-terminal tandem device plays a role of a common electrode with

a Fermi level that can be tuned via ionic gating to turn it into a common cathode,

collecting photo-generated electrons from both sub-cells. Ionic gating employs

electric double layer charging of the MWCNT in order to lower the work function

of the common CNT electrode and increase its n-type conductivity. This tandem

device is fabricated in ambient conditions via dry-lamination of MWCNT transpar-

ent sheets The new results demonstrating the different regimes of ionic gating at

low, medium, and high gating voltages Vgate are presented, showing the optimal

doping of the MWCNT, then favorable doping of acceptor PCBM ([6,6]-phenyl-

C61-butyric acid methyl ester), followed by the deterioration of performance at

Vgate over the threshold voltage when doping of polymeric layers of sub-cell OPVs

starts taking place. The doping of PCBM and polymers is additionally confirmed

by the change in the charging and discharging current dynamics at high Vgate above

the threshold. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4979900]

INTRODUCTION

Polymer semiconductors are the leading organic photovoltaic (OPV) materials due to their

high absorptivity, good transport properties, flexibility, and compatibility with temperature

sensitive substrates. The power conversion efficiencies (PCE), g, of OPV devices have jumped

significantly in the past few years, with single cell efficiencies as high as 9%–11%,1–3 making

them an increasingly viable energy technology.

Despite the improvements in g, the quite thin active layer thicknesses of the typical single

junction OPV cells limit light absorption4,5 and hinder reliable fabrication. Additionally, the

spectral width of light absorption of each polymer is limited compared to inorganic materials.

Pairing polymers of differing spectral sensitivities of each single PV (photovoltaics) sub-cell

into an optimal tandem device6 bypasses these difficulties, making the correct choice of proper

tandem architectures7 a necessary innovation.

In-series OPV tandem devices are the most common architecture used in the current state

of the art monolithic tandem devices.8,9 In this design, an electron transport material, an

optional metallic recombination interconnection layer, and a hole transport layer connect two
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independent photoactive layers called sub-cells in a two terminal configuration. Linking

sub-cells in a series configuration increases the open circuit voltage of the combination device,

but only a minimal current of two sub-cells can be conducted (this condition requires balancing

of photocurrents of both the sub-cells).10 Some groups have succeeded with doped transport

layers,11–13 but more groups have used particles of gold or silver to aid the recombination of

holes and electrons in the interlayer.14–17 Various types of interconnection layers discussed in

reviews include inorganic and hybrid interconnections.18,19

In contrast, a parallel tandem interlayer with three terminal20–25 or four terminal configura-

tions26–28 requires a high conductivity common 3-d electrode, either an anode or a cathode,

joining the two sub-cell OPV devices via a transparent conductive interconnect (advantages and

specifications of both the types of connections are discussed in Refs. 20–22 and 29–32). This

interlayer must be highly optically transparent (which also limits in-series tandem interlayers,

containing sometimes non-percolated metallic particles, e.g., of Ag as recombination centers),

and even more important is this condition for the parallel tandem interlayer, since it acts as a

3d common electrode, usually composed of thin, continuous metal electrodes. Carbon nanotube

(CNT) sheets show higher optical transparency than metal layers.33 The concept of using trans-

parent CNT sheets as the interlayer electrode, acting as a charge collector in monolithic, paral-

lel tandem devices, has been successfully demonstrated earlier.20–22

Previous efforts featured monolithic, parallel, tandem OPV devices with CNT sheets func-

tioning as positive charges collectors; in other words, a 3-d electrode was an interlayer common

anode.20,21 These methods for making monolithic OPV tandem devices require special care to

avoid shorting of one or both sub-cells or damaging preceding layers when depositing later

layers. The new method described in this paper makes tandem fabrication much easier by plac-

ing two CNT electrodes on top of the polymeric active layers of each of the two sub-cell OPVs

and then joining the two separate devices together (after the insertion of ionic liquid on top of

multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) laminated stripes) in a face to face manner by pressing

them mechanically and connecting two MWCNT electrodes soaked by ionic liquid on top of

each other as shown in Figures 1(b) and 3. This method is remarkable as the whole tandem

device, including air-stable MWCNT cathodes, can be fabricated entirely in ambient conditions

employing only dry lamination (for MWCNT sheets) and solution processing (for polymers),

with no need for any vacuum deposition.35–37

Multiwall CNT sheets (scanning electron microscopy (SEM) microscopy images presented

in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), studied here (in contrast to single wall CNTs of our earlier work34 on

tandem devices)) are not intrinsically good cathodes since they have a high work function (in

the range of 5.1–5.4 eV, depending on synthesis conditions), and therefore, they require n-type

doping to raise their Fermi level and thus to decrease the work function33,34 in order to collect

electrons from the photoactive region of a solar cell.20 Electric double layer charging (EDLC)

in an electrolyte, such as an ionic liquid, can be used to achieve the shift of the work function

of CNT electrodes.34–37 This concept is used in our work for tandem architecture (see also

FIG. 1. (a) Separate OPV sub-cells with laminated MWCNT semi-transparent cathodes and the MWCNT gate (a horizontal

stripe). (b) Assembled tandem device by face-to face connection of sub-cells after ionic liquid insertion.
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Refs. 36 and 37), as it is shown in Figure 3, where porous MWCNT electrodes of two sub-cells

soaked with ionic liquid form one common electrode of the tandem device (common 3-d elec-

trode) and another MWCT (multi-walled carbon nanotubes) electrode named the “counter-

electrode” or gate is placed near the device pixel for EDLC by applying a gate voltage Vgate to

it, as shown in the lower part of Figure 3.

So, in this work, we used only MWCNTs in contrast to Ref. 37 which used SWCNTs

(single-walled carbon nanotubes) as common electrodes. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

images of free-standing MWCNTs are presented in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) on different zoom

scales. The advantages of using MWCNTs are obvious: our MWCNTs are free-standing mechani-

cally strong aerogels, which can be easily dry-span from vertically oriented MWCNT forests40,41

and then dry-laminated, just like a scotch tape to any surface without any need for transfer pro-

cesses from support membranes (as done in the case of SWCNTs, used in Ref. 37). Such

MWCNTs provide 3-dimensional charge collection in OPVs42 and can be used as top-laminated

charge collectors in OPVs and OLEDs (organic light-emitting diodes),43 but they have initially a

high sheet resistance Rsh �500–1000 X/sq in the as-synthesized undoped state. Therefore, one of

the motivations of our present research is to find out if ionic gating can decrease Rsh to the level

of Rsh< 100 X/sq, required for PV applications, at reasonably high optical transmission T

> 75%–80%. While SWCNTs have 2/3 of them, after synthesis, as semiconducting tubes, which

can be doped by ionic gating to the low Rsh state at still high T, the MWCNTs are from the

beginning all metallic. Ionic gating changes the work function of MWCNTs in the wide range of

60.5–0.9 eV at small Vgate< 1.5 eV, but it was not clear what will be the changes at higher

Vgate, when the larger raise of the Fermi level can induce doping of OPV layers, adjacent to the

FIG. 2. (a) SEM image of densified MWCNTs at a large magnification, showing the highly porous CNT bundle network,

accessible for ionic liquid. (b) Free standing SEM image of multiwall carbon nanotubes.

FIG. 3. Tandem device cross-sectional schematics with top P3HT and bottom PTB7 sub-cells with laminated MWCNTs

soaked in ionic liquid.
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MWCNT porous electrode. Indeed, we demonstrate here that gating MWCNTs at higher Vgate

can induce n-doping of acceptor PCBM ([6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester) in OPV and

even other layers, while Rsh is lowered to required low values.

The fabrication and lamination process was used for building the ionically gated tandem

OPV—separate sub-cells with deposited CNT cathodes and counter electrodes.

The simple fabrication process used for building the ionically gated tandem OPV is clearly

shown in Figs. 1 and 3: separate OPV sub-cells with dry lamination deposited CNT cathodes

and CNT counter electrodes and soaked in ionic liquid are placed on top of each other and

pressed to spread ionic liquid uniformly. Ions of proper charge signs will start penetrating the

pores in the MWCNT 3D mesh upon gating voltage. The ionic layer on the surface of CNTs

with electronic charge injected to CNTs from leads will form EDLC33–35 which will keep

spreading with increased Vgate.

As described in Refs. 36 and 37 and depicted in Figure 4, when the gate voltage (Vgate) is

increased, the work function of the CNT common electrode is decreased (by the raised Fermi

level), creating electrode asymmetry and forming a built-in electric field for better charge

collection. This prevents hole collection on CNTs from the OPV’s donor polymer in favor of

collecting electrons from the OPV’s acceptor, and each single sub-cell device is thus tuned

“ON” changing from the inefficient photo-resistor (which has two electrodes with a similarly

high work function, ITO and MWCTs) into a photodiode36,37 with rectifying behavior due

to asymmetry between “ITO and n-MWCNT.” It should also be noted that the energy used to

charge the EDLC on the CNT interlayer of our tunable tandem device and the power spent for

charging and also for power lost due to gate leakage currents are minuscular, i.e., on the micro-

watt scale (as seen in charging current curves in Fig. 17 and figures in the supplementary mate-

rial) as compared to 100 s of mW/cm2 scale power photogenerated by the “turned ON” solar

cell.36,37 Ionic gating of CNT electrodes has a large effect on the work function due to the low

electronic density of states in 1-D CNTs and the high surface area to volume ratio in the here

studied multiwall CNT electrodes. Similar methods of EDLC the gate have been used to

enhance a Schottky barrier at the interface of CNTs with n-Si.38,39

REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS

A tandem device formed from different donor polymers, BHJ (bulk hetero junction) active

layers, particularly polymers of significantly different bandgaps (approximately 2 eV for the

P3HT sub cell and 1.7 eV for the PTB7 sub-cell), is of practical interest as this device can

absorb the largest spectral range of light. In this device structure, the PTB7/PCBM sub-cell is

the back cell and P3HT/PCBM is the front sub-cell. This is intended to absorb the greatest

amount of light as the P3HT sub-cell is largely transparent to the longer wavelength light

absorbed by the PTB7 sub-cell. For the sake of clarity, the solar cell parameters VOC, JSC, FF

FIG. 4. Tunable Ionically gated Tandem Device Band structure and Electrical Diagram, where color boxes describe the

HOMO/LUMO levels of each sub- cell, red dot line shows the Fermi level position of CNT electrodes, and red arrow

depicts the shifting or lowering of the Fermi level upon ionic gating.
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(fill factor), and g (PCE) will be decorated with a superscript Tandem, Front, and Back when

referring to the tandem, front, or back cell, respectively. Bias between the CNT counter elec-

trode and the cell’s CNT cathodes is marked as Vgate, respectively, and its value varied from 0

to 1.5 V and then more to 2.25 V with a step of 0.25 V.

A selection of current voltage I-V curves for each device is presented in Figs. 5–8, and the

extracted solar cell parameters are presented in Tables I and II (Table III is given in the supple-

mentary material data part). During testing of the device under 1.5 AM G illumination, each

sub-cell was first measured separately, so the P3HT sub-cell was tested as the top and front cell

and the PTB7 sub-cell as the bottom and back cell under imitation of light shading in a mono-

lithic configuration. It has been observed that the PTB7/PCBM sub-cell (back cell of a tandem

device) turned “ON” at a much lower gating Vgate than the P3HT/PCBM sub-cell (front cell of

a tandem device). Fig. 5 shows that the PTB7 cell begins to turn “ON” at Vgate¼ 0.5 V and

peaks around Vgate¼ 1.5–1.75 V. The front sub-cell shows signs of turning “ON” at a higher

gating potential around Vgate¼ 1.0 V but does not fully turn “ON” below Vgate¼ 2.0 V. The

resulting tandem VOC and FF mimic the behavior of the worse sub-cell, being slightly higher

than the front sub-cell for VGate< 2.0 V and slightly higher than the back cell for Vgate> 2.0 V.

At the same time, the resulting tandem current (which in the ideal case should be a sum of two

sub-cells) tandem JSC is far less than the sum of Front JSC and Back JSC for Vgate< 1.5 V, after

which point, the current addition is quite good. Tandem PCE, gT, is smaller than the greater

PCE of the Front cell g or PCE of Back cell g of gating for all Vgate except those peak values

at Vgate¼ 1.5 and 1.75 V.

The poor addition of currents to the total current of the tandem device and the increase in

the efficiency of the tandem device for low Vgate appear to be due to the effect of the front

sub-cell acting as a shunt in its yet “OFF” state, while the back cell is already “switched ON”

by the ionic DLC gate into a good PV diode. This is seen from the still linear curves of the

front cell and the tandem device at Vgate¼ 1.5 V in Figures 6 and 7. Conversely, after the

FIG. 5. (a) IV curves for the PTB7 back cell before peak characteristics at the 1.5 V gate; (b) IV curves for the PTB7 back

cell after peak characteristics at the 1.5 V gate in which the back (PTB7) cell shows its best performance.

FIG. 6. (a) IV curves of the P3HT front cell up to the 1.5 V gate and (b) IV curves of the P3HT front cell up to 2.25 V, in

which the front (P3HT) cell shows its best performance at 2.00 V.
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PTB7/PCBM back cell has degraded (at Vgate¼ 2.25 V), it still maintains diode characteristics,

as shown in the curve in Figure 5(b) and thus does not act as a shunt. This results in the addi-

tion of JSC to total current, but Tandem VT
OC, FF, and g are reduced due to the low Back cell

VOC. While the ionic gating process draws robustness from its simplicity, there are variations

due to the manual processing and batch-to-batch variations in materials. This can result in shifts

in the turn on voltage of 60.25 V and peak efficiency by 60.5%. This variation can be

decreased with a more automated process.

FIG. 7. (a) Tandem IV curves up to the 1.5 V gate and (b) tandem IV curves up to 2.25 V, where IV curve for a Vgate <
1.5 V in which the tandem device works in the PTB7 sub-cell full contributes mostly to tandem operation (a) and higher

Vgate (2.00 V) in which the front (P3HT) cell and the tandem device show its best performance (b).

FIG. 8. Tandem device and front and back sub-cell best IV curves at their peak Vgate.

TABLE I. Back ionically gated PTB7 cell (in tandem measurements) output parameters.

Ugate (V) Uoc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF Efficiency (%) Rs (X cm2) Rsh (X cm2)

0 0.065 0.489 0.275 8.82 � 10�03

0.5 0.015 1.047 0.329 0.0051 … …

0.75 0.045 2.618 0.273 0.032 8.15 1653.00

1.0 0.125 3.85 0.239 0.115 22.32 2900.58

1.25 0.437 4.36 0.267 0.510 26.87 3642.78

1.5 0.587 11.03 0.301 0.909 33.35 5241.02

1.75 0.668 8.63 0.338 1.954 29.11 9483.39

2.0 0.607 7.50 0.383 1.751 28.87 1665.03

2.25 0.467 7.29 0.368 1.255 8.02 1715.13
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As it was noticed before, the P3HT front cell started to improve its output characteristics

only at high Vgate (2.00 V) in which the front (P3HT) cell shows its best performance (Table II).

Also, the regime of front cell operation shows meaningful IV parameters only after 1.25 V of

Vgate, as it is shown in Figure 7(a), while the PTB7 back cell is closer to the peak performance

at the same bias between common and counter CNTs.

Accordingly, the results of the output IV parameters of front and back cells extracted in the

two regimes of tandem operation are observed. The first one “PTB7 sub-cell full on tandem

regimes” shows tandem behavior at Vgate below 1.5 V, when the PTB7 sub-cell strongly gains its

power. Another one “P3HT sub-cell full on tandem regime” shows tandem behavior after >1.5 V

Gate, when PTB7 sub-cell performance becomes poorer and P3HT shows its best. So, for these

depicted regimes of tandem operation, it is possible to conclude that at Vgate< 1.5 V, the back cell

pulls and gains its operation, and after 1.5 V, P3HT increases its contribution (as is presented in

Figures 7(a), 7(b), and Table III (supplementary material)).

To fix the difference in the sub-cells, the operation plot of best IV curves is presented in

Figure 8, where for each sub-cell and tandem, best IV curves are presented, respectively, at the

peak V gate.

The further increase in gate voltage resulted in quite interesting behavior, which will be

analyzed below. Indeed, when Vg exceeded the certain threshold value of Vth, the improve-

ment of performance in terms of higher Jsc and better FF has stopped and in fact reversed.

As shown in Figures 9–12, the I-V curves of the PTB7-CNT-P3HT tandem device are

declining after Vgate of 2.00 V in contrast to PTB7 single sub-cell performance which started to

TABLE II. Monolithic ionically gated tandem output parameters.

Ugate (V) Uoc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF Efficiency (%) Rs (X cm2) Rsh (X cm2)

0 0.01304 0.72238 0.327 0.00356 … …

0.5 0.0151 1.1605 0.327 0.0057 … …

0.75 0.035 3.055 0.318 0.0341 … …

1.0 0.3065 4.42 0.276 0.374 20.13 2130.76

1.25 0.427 5.034 0.270 0.582 27.68 2267.33

1.5 0.396 6.17 0.241 0.591 29.89 4835.96

1.75 0.547 10.47 0.263 1.514 24.60 12197.85

2.0 0.557 12.98 0.336 2.430 19.65 17974.23

2.25 0.497 12.14 0.298 1.798 14.14 14704.40

FIG. 9. Comparison of Voc dependencies of Vgate of each presented device with the Ey bar.
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FIG. 10. Comparison of Jsc dependencies of Vgate of each presented device with the Ey bar.

FIG. 11. Comparison of FF dependencies of Vgate of each presented device with the Ey bar.

FIG. 12. Comparison of PCE dependencies of Vgate of each presented device with the Ey bar.
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degrade at high Vgate. Figs. 9–12 present various dependencies with error bars which were cal-

culated from 3 series of tandem devices for comparison with the best sample presented before

with its output JV curves.

DISCUSSIONS

We have investigated different regimes of ionic gating of the CNT electrode: at low, medium

and high gate voltages Vg. While we have taken measurements over a large range of the Vgate,

we shall only focus on two important points during gating of the tandem devices—the point where

the photodiode effects have just started to appear in the sub-cells (the device “turns ON”), and the

optimal point at which the sub-cells are at their best performance. At large Vgate, the sub-cell

performance deteriorates, and all the parameters are decreased. For the sake of clarity, Jsc, Voc,

and FF will be marked by superscripts, defining top, bottom, and total values.

(a) At low Vgate (Vgate < 1.5 V that we have already studied earlier in Refs. 35–37), the gate

induces the EDLC doping of the CNT, raising its Fermi level and increasing Voc from �0 V

to �0.3–0.4 V. The Isc increases due to better charge collection by the n-doped CNT (via

EDLC), at this relatively small Vg.

(b) at medium Vgate, the porous CNT network is already filled with ions that equilibrate the elec-

tronic EDLC charges on the CNT conduction band and the ions start penetrating further into

the polymeric part, i.e., into BHJ, and beginning the n-doping of the PCBM acceptors (by

charge injection from the already n-type CNT). This doping spread to the ETL (electron

transport layer) part of BHJ starts when Ef of the CNT is raised high enough (by Vgate > 1.5

V) and reaches the LUMO level of PCBM, making it energetically favorable for electrons to

be transferred from the CNT to PCBM. This n-doping of PCBM leads to the formation of

the low resistive, ohmic interface between n-doped CNTs and the formation of the n-doped

PCBM layer at the interface with the CNT. Moreover the n-doped PCBM layer (shown at x

depth with x < L) creates an “n-I” build-up junction with the undoped, Intrinsic, i-part of

PCBM at the L-x part, and thus, a favorable pulling internal electric field is created for elec-

trons, further improving the performance of OPV by better charge collection and providing a

better FF. In this medium regime, the performance of the whole tandem device increases fur-

ther due to the favorable partial n-doping of the acceptor.

(c) The high Vgate gating regime 1.75 V < Vgate < 2.25 V is a new regime studied here with the

example of PTB7, i.e., low gap and low LUMO donor polymer of BHJ. In this regime, the

EDLC on the PCBM acceptor occupies the whole width L of BHJ, and when the Fermi level

of the CNT is raised above the LUMO of PTB7, the electrons can be injected into donor

polymer chains and the whole body of BHJ becomes n-doped, decreasing the absorption of

light in doped parts of PTB7.

Now, when the steps of EDLC doping and changes of Rser and Rsh are qualitatively under-

stood, let us turn to the dynamics of J-V curves, which changes with the increase in Vg. The

obtained non-trivial results highlight a few considerations when designing parallel tandem solar

cells, dynamically tunable by gating. Notably, if one of the sub-cells is performing poorly (due

to delayed switching “ON” into their diode state), then the total tandem performance is nega-

tively affected. The results show that there are two main effects. If one sub-cell is shorted (not

yet converted by EDLC into a photodiode state), e.g., shows ohmic behavior, the tandem FFT

will be no higher than the FF of the “bad” sub-cell. Tandem JSC and VOC will be similarly neg-

atively affected. This is the case when Vgate is low and the P3HT/PCBM (lower) sub-cell has

not turned “ON” into a diode yet, while a top sub-cell is already turned ON.

Conversely, if one sub-cell has good diode properties, but low VOC or JSC, then Tandem

JSC is nearly the sum of Front cell JSC and Back cell JSC. However, if there is a large difference

between each sub-cell VOC, then Tandem VOC is nearly equivalent to the lesser VOC. This per-

formance is demonstrated when e.g., Vgate is high and the PTB7/PCBM cell has turned OFF.

The total Tandem g (PCE) can be somewhat higher in this case but is still likely to be less than

that of the better sub-cell alone.
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In summary, as it shown in Figures 13–16, the gating process has different regimes depen-

dent on the Vgate value of each sub-cell. Figs. 22–25 are given in the supplementary material

since the processes in the P3HT/PCBM sub-cell are quite similar qualitatively to those in Figs.

13–16. Generally, at first, it is a “Poor collecting regime” at zero Vgate without EDLC (Fig.

13). Then comes a “Power increasing regime” (Fig. 14) when e– injection doping of the CNT

is provided in formed EDLC. After this “PEAK POWER” regime starts when the Fermi level

of the CNT cathode is raised, Ef equals the PCBM LUMO position. In this case, there is no

potential barrier for electron transfer to the PCBM acceptor’s LUMO from the CNT conduction

band, and as a result, n-type doping of PCBM begins (Fig. 15) with the formation of a local i-n

junction within PCBM. A further increase in gating bias shifts the Ef of the CNT further

upwards to reach polymer donor’s LUMO (Fig. 16), and this process negatively affects the

quality of bulk heterojunctions because of the wrong type of electronic e– injection into donor’s

LUMO. In this case, the device loses benefits of good exciton photogeneration in the donor

polymer (due to the inter-band absorption decrease by absorption shifted to intra-gap bands of

polarons in doped donor polymer chains) and output power starts to fall down after peak values

of Vgate of each sub-cell. The process is presented in the sketch band diagrams and the device

scheme with special markings, such as X-n-injection doped layer width, WBHJ—OPV bulk het-

erojunction width, e.g., 90 nm for the PTB7 sub-cell, WCNT—width of 1 layer of the CNT lami-

nated electrode, and WEDLC—width of the ionic liquid layer (where electric double charging

takes place); the semitransparent light grey area schematically presents ionic liquid between the

common and counter CNTs.

It should be mentioned that the described regimes are equal for each sub-cell in sequence

but not equal to the value of peak Vgate. This effect of back sub-cell turning “ON” earlier, i.e.,

at lower gating potential, compared to the front sub-cell was unexpected as the sub-cells share

a common gate and common electrodes (as it is shown in Figures 13–16). The work function

FIG. 14. (a) Band diagram of the back sub-cell in the CNT e� injection process at 0,5…1,25 Vgate with sketch schematics

of EDLC and ion penetration into BHJ. (b) Sketch schematics of back sub-cell BHJ and CNT interface modification.

FIG. 13. (a) Band diagram of the back sub-cell at zero Vgate with sketch schematics of EDLC and ion penetration into

BHJ. (b) Sketch schematics of back sub-cell BHJ and CNT interface modification.
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of their cathode, and therefore the degree of electrode asymmetry between the ITO and the

cathode, is expected to be identical in a simple qualitative picture. However, the actual experi-

ment demonstrated that it is not correct and that charging of MWCNTs on different sub-cells is

not equal. Furthermore, the back sub-cell shows a higher VOC than the front sub-cell and should

require greater electrode asymmetry with respect to the work function than the front sub-cell

and thus a larger Vgate before turning ON (Figure 14).

Given the lower HOMO level of the PTB7 polymer, it is possible that the suppression of

hole injection/extraction occurs more rapidly in PTB7, and thus, the device turns ON at a lower

Vgate. Other effects to consider are the fact that PTB7 is a copolymer, which is a polymer com-

posed of alternating donor (D) and acceptor (A) units. This might have an impact on the inter-

face D-A dipoles generated between the polymer chain and the CNT common electrode. In

addition, the device architecture has cell asymmetry because of different BHJ film thicknesses

of sub-cells. They are 90 nm and 200 nm for the PTB7 back sub-cell and the P3HT front sub-

cell, respectively, which can also be the origin of front sub-cell switching ON delay, caused by

higher Vgate for the optimal depth of BHJ doping (marked as “X” in Figs. 13–16).

The above described extension of doping from MWCNTs to PCBM and further to poly-

meric chains should be observed in other phenomena induced by gating, which can be an inde-

pendent confirmation of the proposed charge injection into PCBM or the polymer (P3HT and/or

PTB7) at higher gating voltage. Therefore, we have studied carefully the time dynamics of

charging currents, associated with gating, which appear in the ionic gate circuit, after the appli-

cation of Vgate, and below we describe the results of charge injection clearly seen as the new

charging current slowly increases.

FIG. 15. (a) Band diagram of the back sub-cell in the e� injection process to the PCBM LUMO level at 1.50 V of Vgate

with sketch schematics of EDLC and penetration of ions into BHJ. (b) Sketch schematics of back sub-cell BHJ and CNT

interface modification upon gate induced n-doping of the PCBM acceptor.

FIG. 16. (a) Band diagram of the back sub-cell in the e� injection process to the PTB7 donor LUMO level at 2.0 V of Vgate

with sketch schematics of EDLC and ion penetration into BHJ. (b) Sketch schematics of back sub-cell BHJ and CNT inter-

face modification upon doping of both PCBM and PTB7 layer adjacent to CNTs.
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So, this independent second confirmation of the suggested n-doping process of PCBM (or

polymer chains in BHJ) itself at higher gate voltages Vg > Vthreshold has been indeed observed

as the qualitative change in the charging currents Ich. By this method (described in detail in the

supplementary material), we observed the time dependent process of double layer charge

(EDLC) formation of ions on the surface of MWCNTs and injected carriers (first to the

MWCNT and further to PCBM LUMO level). Charging currents versus time curves were mea-

sured for P3HT and PTB7 sub-cells separately. The time dependence of characteristic charging

current between MWCNT electrodes is presented in the inset in Figures 17(a), 17(b), and 18

(supplementary material), demonstrating two limiting cases. In both the figures, the curves at

small Vgate show a fast peak followed by fast decay of current (when the ionic gate-capacitor is

already charged) to saturated nA level Ich. The curve at large Vgate shows a qualitatively

different behavior: a fast charging peak is followed by slower decay after which the second

slow increase in current is clearly observed. This second slow charging corresponds to electron

injection from the CNT to the LUMO of PCBM, resulting in slow charging of a second capaci-

tor, formed by the CNT counter electrode and the n-doped PCBM network. As seen from dif-

ferent second current raising in the case of P3HT/PCBM and PTB7/PCBM, the charging at

even higher Vgate extends from PCBM to the donor polymer’s LUMO (which is above PCBM).

In addition, it should be mentioned that the described tuning effect of output performance can

be repeatable at different Vgate values. For this step, it is necessary to discharge CNT electrodes

to the initial Ich level between them by applying zero voltage on the gate. After that, output per-

formance at different Vgates values can be repeated (discharge current graphs presented in the

supplementary material with Ich graphs in the full Vgate range).

The procedure of ionic gating in parallel tandem devices, described in the text, is applica-

ble not only to polymeric OPV structures but also in principle to any PV (e.g., low molecular

OPV or even to currently developing perovskite PVs) if they adhere to the following con-

straints. The semiconducting photoactive material must not be soluble or adversely affected by

the ionic materials (which is unfortunately the case in perovskites, due to their ionic character,

and thus dissolution by usual ionic liquids). In the case of light emitting or photovoltaic devi-

ces, the anode and semiconducting layers should not be opaque in the same spectral regions.

Given these constraints, it is possible to apply these techniques to organic light emitting diodes,

organic field effect transistors, and similar inorganic devices.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a parallel tandem device tunable by ionic gating and its fabrication method

that possesses benefits over conventional processing methodologies are described. We have

investigated the regimes of low, medium, and high gate voltages. At low Vgate (Vg < 1.5 V

FIG. 17. Time dependence of charging current between MWCNT electrodes in (a) P3HT sub-cells and (b) PTB7 sub-cell

and at Vgate< 1.5 V (a) and Vgate � 1.5 V. The insets in (a) and (b) show the visual color changes at the largest ionic gating

Vgate, which corresponds to the opto-electrochemical effect of doping induced formation of new polaronic/bipolaronic

bands in P3Ht and in PTB7 and decrease of interband absorption.
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that we have studied earlier in Refs. 35–37), the gate induces the EDLC doping of only the

MWCNT interlayer raising its Fermi level, turning CNTs into an electron collecting cathode

and thus switching “ON” a photodiode regime that leads to an increased overall Voc. The Isc

increases due to better charge collection from both the sub-cells by n-doped CNTs at this small

Vgate. A Medium Vgate, e.g., 1.5 V<Vgate < 2 V, is the best ionic gating regime studied here

with the example of low band-gap PTB7 and low LUMO acceptor PCBM with MWCNTs. In

this regime, the performance of the whole tandem device increases due to the beginning of n-

doping of the polymeric PCBM acceptors by charge injection from MWCNTs (when Ef of

CNTs reached the LUMO of PCBM), leading to the formation of a favorable ohmic interface

between n-CNTs and n-PCBM. Moreover, partial n-doping of PCBM in the interfacial layer

close to MWCNTs creates an internal pulling electric field (at the i-n junction with intrinsic

PCBM layers), further improving the performance and providing a better FF, and resulting in

peak output power. The hypothesis of n-doping of PCBM at higher Vgate > 1.75 V is proven by

the observation of the qualitative change in charging current dynamics (described in detail in

the supplementary material). Finally, at higher Vgate, above the threshold value, e.g., approxi-

mately at 1.75 V<Vg< 2.25 V (lower limit, depending on the type of polymer, e.g., for PTB7/

PCBM sub-cells and MWCNTs), the donor polymer (PTB7 or PHT) is also most probably

becoming n-doped, and the optical interband excitonic absorption is decreased due to the

appearance of new intra-gap absorption bands (and color change of PTB7) due to the formation

of polarons and bipolarons in PTB7 upon its doping.

We have demonstrated that the back sub-cell turns “ON” earlier than the front sub-cell and

the latter acts as a shunt since it is still in its “OFF” state and does not generate enough Jsc

and Voc. This effect was unexpected as both the sub-cells share the same gate and common

electrodes. We can conclude that for parallel tandem devices to approach ideal performance,

both the sub-cells must be in the ON state and the FF of each sub-cell must be higher than 0.5.

The dry lamination by dry spin-able MWCNT sheets and ionic gating of MWCNTs require

no vacuum processing, it is scalable, can be performed in ambient conditions, and each active

layer is fabricated in an optimal manner, reducing the incidence of electrical shorts and simpli-

fying processing. Qualitative key features are identified in the operation of ionically tunable

parallel OPV tandem devices. While the overall efficiencies are still somewhat low, further

improvements can be made by optimizing photoactive layers and transparency of CNT electro-

des. Additionally, if the sub-cell can be turned “ON” at the same time by optimized Vgate, tan-

dem g over 8%–10% can be observed.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for experimental details (device fabrication and characteriza-

tion), explanation and confirmation of n-doping effects, reproducibility, details of discharging

processes, and P3HT sub-cell band diagrams with sketch schematics of interface modifications.
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